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Social science departments
plagued by instructor cuts

Jon Porter

Bubble championship
Nancy Retto tries her ability at one of the more unusual sports around the SJSUr
campus. Recreation Instructor Fred Patterson gives students a chance to show their
atlletic prowess in his bubble gum blowing contest. The event is part of his unconventional Recreation 97 class

By David Koenig
More than half of SJSU’s faculty
position cutbacks fell upon the
School of Social Science.
It was no surprise
the school
has lost 23 per cent of its students in
three years, and the price of dropping enrollment is a drop in faculty
staffing.
Some departments will eliminate
classes as they have no teachers to
teach them. Most departments in the
school are within a year or two of
firing tenured and probationary
teachers if the trend continues,
according to various department
heads.
The school absorbed 13.6 of the
29.5 full-time equivalency (one
teacher with four classes per
semester) cuts, but had known since
January such a cut was likely.
The History and Anthropology
departments differ greatly in size,
but both were heavily hit by the cuts.
History, the second largest
department in the school, lost 4.7
positions, a cut Chairman Dr.
Charles Burdick said will affect the
department’s performance.
"We have two goals," Burdick
said, "to serve the university by
teaching history courses, and serve
our students by training professional
historians."
Rather than cut only generalized
lower-division courses or specialized
upper-division and graduate
courses, Burdick said the department will "try to walk the line between the two."
"At a given time, you have the
staff to do both, but this fall we will
not," he said.
Burdick credited Wheeler with

Faculty jobs may decrease
drop in enrollment blamed
Ry nrivid Koenig
The jobs of tenured and probationary faculty at SJSU could be endangered within one year.
Due to falling enrollment, measured in full-time equivalency (one
student taking 15 units equals one
FTE), there will be 23.4 fewer
faculty positions this fall than there
were a year ago.
The immediate loss to schools
and departments is 29.5 positions, as
they will in effect "lose" positions
they gained during the current
school year.
Although most departments in
the schools are able to absorb the
cuts by eliminating temporary instructors, some may soon be forced
to cut below that level if the trend of
falling enrollment continues.
"We can take one more year, at
most, of cuts like this before cutting
into tenured and probationary positions," said Hobert Burns, academic
vice president. Burns allocates
faculty positions to the school deans,
who pass cuts on to departments.
The process of allocating faculty
positions is a long chain of formulated budget decisions from the
CSUC chancellor, to the campuses,
to the schools and finally, to the departmental level.
All the formulas are tied to FTE
enrollment.
Once again, FTE enrollment at
SJSU is expected to drop. The
projected FTE for fall is 19,200, but
Burns has predicted a figure of
18,900, which would mean SJSU
would again have to pay back money
to the state during next school year.
At SJSU, the School of Social
Sciences must bear the brunt of this
year’s cutback. Of the 29.5 positions
lost, 13.6 will come from that school.
Steady enrollment
The School of Education,
although it has a steady enrollment,
will lose 6.5 positions. The School of
Science will lose 5.0; Applied Arts
and Sciences will lose 3.4; and
Humanities will lose 3.0 positions.
Only the School of Business,
which has grown dramatically in the
last three years, will show a gain. It
will add 2.0 positions, an insufficient
gain, administrators admit, but all
the campus can afford to give.
Engineering, Social Work, New
College and Librarianship will remain constant.
Under the allocations for fall,
Humanities and Arts staffing will
fall to 227.22 FTE/faculty positions
(one instructor teaching four cl Imes
plus committee work); Social
Science will drop below the 200 level
to 191.1; Applied Arts and Science
174.4; Science 170.84; Business
92.43; Education 83.43; Engineering
76.6; Social Work 17.8; New College
11.0; and Librarianship 9.97.
An additional 7.2 position’s were
given to Burns for what the admini-

strators call the "Heart Attack
Fund." That pool, which last year
had 11.7 positions, is used to fill longterm vacancies and to staff special
programs, such as the Steinbeck
Collection and San Jose Studies.
Burns, with recommendations
from the Council of Deans, made up
of all school and staff deans, handed
out the allocations based on student
population. When a school loses
students, the faculty usually is not
far behind.
Fine tuning
"There’s a little qualitative fine
tuning," said John Foote, dean of
academic planning, "but for the
most part, it’s a mechanical
process."
Allocations are hit by a twopronged monster: enrollment is
going clown, and the average class
load (in units) of students is also
declining.
Both factors lower FTE enrollment, and thus reduce the
budgetary allowances SJSU
receives from the state.
FTE is declining, Foote said,
"partly because males no longer
have to fight the draft board, partly
because our students are older and

have other responsibilities, and
because a good number of our
students work."
Burns. Foote and SJSU President
John Bunzel believe the situation
will get worse before it gets better.
The ideal solution. Foote said,
would be to increase the rate of state
funding of the CSUC. Because of the
nature of their funding, welfare
programs and education take the
heaviest part of state spending cuts,
Foote said.
Academic Vice President Burns
said short-term methods to avoid
firing tenured and probationary
faculty include moving faculty to
other departments, "Even if they
don’t want to go, or where the
receiving department would rather
have a teacher from another area."
Expressing more optimism was
Foote, who said those departments
which worked to avoid firing tenured
and probationary faculty could do
so.
When courses must be cut, Burns
said, "We must look carefully at the
whole range of programs and
eliminate the types of courses that
are academically less central."
(Continued on page 4)

giving the department advance
notice and time to prepare for the
reductions. No scheduled classes
will be cut.
Anthropology is a very small department which took a proportionally very large cut, from 9.4 to
7.6 positions.
One class, a section of "Indians of
California," will be cut. One section
will be offered.
The situation could be worse, said
acting chairman Jack Pierce, but
"We’ve anticipated the cut, with enrollment dropping since 1972, and
we’ve been able to plan for it."
The department has lost most of
its temporary teachers, Pierce said,
and any more than an additional loss
of one-half position "will affect the
program."
It is the job of the school dean to
allocate positions to the departments, after Academic Vice
President Hobert Burns doles positions out to the schools.
Wheeler had projected an allocation of 193 FTE positions, but
received 191.10. He assigned a committee of several department chair-

persons and Dr. Burton Brazil,
former executive vice president, to
make the additional cut of 1.9 spots.
Wheeler relied mostly on studentfaculty ratios in allocating the
precious positions.
"Where possible, faculty should
follow student enrollment. When
there is a student decline, the faculty
must be expected to go down, too,"
he said.
Exceptions were made. Wheeler
said, in cases of departments alraeady overloaded, such as political
science.
By using teachers from other departments, political science will try
to hold the line on class cancellations, said Dr. Lela Nobel, chairwoman.
"But we will have to cancel some
classes that were scheduled," she
said.
Political science is the only department to gain FTE faculty; from
19.35 to 20. The Environmental
Studies and Womens’ Studies programs also got increases.
The school’s biggest department,
Psychology, will take a cut from 44.7

to 42.6 positions.
"It will mean cutting some
classes," Chairman Ronald
Rabedeau said. "We’re not sure yet
what particular classes will be cut.
We’re trying to cut low enrollment
classes where there are other sections so we won’t lose any courses."
Rabedeau was not surprised by
the department’s 2.1 cut. "But I was
surprised at the magnitude of it," he
said.
"These cuts are getting to the
point of possibly having an effect on
the program," Rabedeau said. "I’m
certainly concerned, we’re getting
to the point of losing courses we consider important."
Rabedeau said the department
will not be forced to fire tenured and
probationary faculty, though.
"We’re going to have faculty
members retiring soon, so most
likely that won’t happen."
But for the school as a whole,
Wheeler said the future isn’t so rosy.
"If we were to be hit by that kind
of loss again, there’s no way we
could handle it without laying off
people on probation."

Bill shields student renters;
would deter discrimination
A bill which would prohibit
housing discrimination against
students will be introduced today in
the State Assembly Housing Committee.
The proposed legislation, which
was introduced to the assembly
March 21 by Assemblyman Howard
Berman, D-Beverly Hills, would add
students to the list of groups that
cannot legally be discriminated
against.
It is currently illegal to
discriminate against persons
because of their race, sex, creed,
marital status or religion.
Several campuses throughout the

state are surveying their students to
find documented cases of discrimination against individuals because of
their student status.
The SJSU student government is
among the groups looking for documentation to back the bill, according
to A.S. Public Information Officer
Steve Wright.
In addition, a referendum concerning housing discrimination was
voted on in last week’s A.S. election,
and 292 students said they had been
discriminated against because of
their student status.
However. 1,275 said they had not
faced that discrimination.

Initia! turnout slight
in A.S. run-off election
There was an anemic voter turnout yesterday in the first day of
balloting in the run-off election
Ron
between Al Jones and
Stevenson for the A.S. attorney
general.
Only 359 students, less than
two per cent of the 26,052 students at
SJSU had cast their ballots as of 3
p.m. yesterday.
Judy Appleby, A.S. Election
Board chairwoman, said she was
disappointed in the low turnout.
"Apathy is running hog-wild,"
she added. "It’s pretty slow a
person could fall asleep sitting in a
polling booth today."

However, A.S. Adviser Louie
Barozzi said he was not disappointed
because he did not expect many
voters to turn out in a non-presidential election.
"I would expect a low turnout
under any circumstances because of
it being a lower office," he said.
The election will conclude today
as the polls will be open from 8:30
a.m. to 8:30 p.m. A valid student I.D.
must be presented to vote.
Booths are located south of the
Student Union, on Seventh Street
near the recital hall entrance and in
the S.U. Plaza.

Among the statewide groups
backing the bill are the U.C. Student
Lobby and the CSUC Student
Presidents Association (SPA).
SPA Legislative Advocate Scott
Plotkin said he is optimistic about
the bill being approved by the legislature.
"At this point it looks pretty
good," Plotkin said. "It looks like
we’ll have enough votes to get it
through the committee."
Assuming the bill is approved by
the housing committee, Plotkin said
it would then go to the ways and
means committee and then to the
floor of the assembly.
If it received approval from those
groups, then it would go to the state
senate. Plotkin said it would go to
the local government and finance
committees there, and then to the
senate floor.
Plotkin said a similar housing bill
was introduced by Berman last
year, but it died in a deadlocked
senate finance committee.
He said major opposition to last
year’s bill came from the California
Apartment Association, which Plotkin said argued that students’ excessive noise, high damage and
unreliable payments made
discrimination against them
justified.
Included among the discrimination practices against students are
refusing to rent to persons because
of their student status and charging
higher deposits for damages, according to Plotkin.

Brown visits Agnews
to study pilot program
Gov. Jerry Brown toured the
Agnews Residential Facility for the
mentally disabled yesterday to
examine the volunteer program he
initiated last December.
"This program at Agnews is
small but it’s growing," the
governor told the press which
followed him. "There are some very
good people here," Brown said.
"It’s very important to our
society to take care of those who are
developmentally disabled and I
think I should see it directly and I
think the people of California should
know more about it."
Part of the organization for the
Agnews project has come from the
Student Community Academic
Learning Experiences (SCALE) on
campus.
"The governor set up the special
Governor’s volunteer program at
Agnews and Metropolitan Hospital
(in Los Angeles)," said Greg
Druehl, director of SCALE.
"This program at Agnews is an
experiment for students who can do
something to and for the community," Druehl continued.
Brown said that our social
problems could be attributed in part
to "a mobile, anonymous and prosperous society."
"Poor countries have their
problems, rich countries have
theirs," Brown said. "It’s going to

be a very long struggle and it’s going
to take decades to try to create the
kind of community we can be proud
of."
In speaking to the governor,
Druehl said, "Things have gone very
well here. Your visit has done a lot
as far as our recruiting is concerned.
We’ve got about ten people out here
from State (SJSU)."
SCALE coordinators from SJSU
who also met the governor included,
Linda Nidweri, a sociology senior,
Vicki Escuton, a public administration graduate, and Andrea Collins, a psychology and women’s
studies senior.
In touring the east facility, the
governor met and talked with
patients and workers.
Juan Tello, an SJSU psychology
junior who signed up for the program, after hearing of it on TV,
introduced the patient he cares for to
Brown.
Afterward he said that there is a
need for more volunteers because
the 900 patients are helped for by
only 35 to 40 volunteers.
Another to greet Brown was
Dorothy Lien, a 63-year-old "foster
grandparent volunteer," and her
patient, Willie.
"I love taking these kids out,"
she said. "I love these children, we
all do. They kind of get to you."

I’ve heard of carpooling,
but this is ridiculous!
Although President Jimmy Can., wants us to share rides in order to save energy. it is a sure bet he didn’t envision members of
SJSU’s fraternities and sororities going m. tke ...frame of crowding up to 20 persons in a Volkswagen. Actually the buctstuffing
was one of the many Greek Week activities, and took piece on the lawn near the fountain yesterday For the complete Greek
Week story turn to page 3
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Opinion
Lie detectors used by business
invading privacy of employes
By Alan Janson
Like a Kafka nightmare or an
Orwellian novel, Big Brother is
placing more people on trial for their
jobs.
The use of lie detectors in business for the purposes of determining
the truthfulness of applicants for
employment, determining the
culprits of pilferage and whether
employes are living up to company
requirements, is on the rise.
Zonn Corp., which describes itself as the largest lie detector
organization in the world, recently
announced that business is growing
at a rate of 10 to IS per cent a year.
Furthermore, the number of lie
detector operators, excluding those
working for the police, is growing at
the same rate and is currently estimated to be 4,000 strong.
Lincoln Zonn, president of Zonn
Corp., attributes the growth of his
business to tighter money and
declining morality.
The tighter money means that
businesses using Zonn services can
no longer afford the pilferage on the
part of employes.
The pilferage in turn, as Zonn
points out, increases prices for
everyone else, for the businesses always pass on their losses to the
customers.
According to Bob Gately, one of
the senior officers of Zonn Corp., lie
detectors are used 10 per cent of the
time to seek out particular losses; 70
per cent of the time to determine if

Letters
Athletes like
any minority
Editor:
I am sorry that Pete Cavaghan’s
unfair and sarcastic comment appeared in the April 25 Daily. In
answer to him, let me offer my
sarcastic and unfair comment.
What if they didn’t offer a sports
program? Then the not-so-bright
jocks would not be allowed into the
university. Everyone knows that
jocks are about as smart as a
football.
But then jocks are offered
scholarships because of their bodies,
not their brains.
Hey, that means the guys that
recieve scholarships are
prostitutes! Since prostitution is
Illegal it stands that athletic
Scholarships are illegal. Let’s be
moral and eliminate all sports
programs.
Talk about minorities! Pete,
don’t you think that super-jocks are
minorities? How many are there at
SJSU?
But then you don’t seem to mind
that these minorities get special
scholarships that are not available
to the majority of students, regardless of grade point average.
Isn’t that discrimination? A true
equal opportunity in America is
what! want and it should be what all
Americans want.
Ruben Salinas
Political Science senior

Prostitution
scholarships
Editor:
In response to LeRoy Michael’s
article in the Daily, perhaps I too
should join the ranks of Kevin Fish
and Anita Bryant.
Although I, but dimly, see the
relationship between homosexuality
and the Equal Rights Amendment,
(ERA). I must admit that three
years ago, upon examining the ERA,
I wrote a leader of a national
organization expressing my fears
and suspicions as to what effects
such unspecified rights might have
upon the basic family unit and the
structure of the tattered American
fabric.
Interestingly enough, some
months later as an experiment, I
rewole the federal constitution by
inserting the amendments and
preamble into the text of the constitution along with reorganizing the
document into only six articles.. (As
is my habit, this experiment was
forwarded to Congressman Don
Edwards for comment).
. In reflection, upon the afterthought of the one-night experiment. I find it would be hard to
put anymore amendments into the
constitution without corresponding
fear that I had changed the basic,

underlying, fundamentals of the
document.
Though I am opposed to the
demon, Imperialism, (for economic
reasons) in both principle and
practice, I cannot see how this
present tact of domestic socialism in
current legislation will alter the
situation which I do detect as
needing change.
Perhaps I am in error, but I also
fail to see the need for an ERA if
homosexuals can claim, as they
appear to do, to have rights without
a constitutional amendment.
Tim Fitzgerald
Second BA, History

TM, religion
or science?
Editor:
The Transcendental Meditation
technique does not involve worship,
obendience or belief in any
superhuman powers.
Since 1970, the TM program has
been taught through the World Plan
Executive Council, which is legally
incorporated as a non-profit
organization with an educational
purpose. The organization that
exists today is not filed as a religious
one.
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi is a
religious monk. But he does not offer
his religious convictions as part of
the TM technique. He is part of a
monastic order which is part of the
Shanlcara tradition in India, which
handed down to us the Vedas.
The Vedas contain knowledge of
many fields, including astronomy,
health, natural laws and knowledge
concerning meditation.
The TM technique is practiced
successfully by persons from every
country and religion simply because
its mechanics and its effects are
based on fundamental laws of nature
originally presented in the Vedas
and now validated by scientific
study.
Mr. Zadig, in the April 15 Daily,
brought out a lot of thoughtprovoking questions on TM.
However, we were surprised at what
seemed to be a deliberate distortion
of the truth.
Mr. Zadig said the Mantras are
names of Gods and then linked this
accusation with a quote taken out of
context having nothing to do with
TM or the mantras used.
The quote Mr. Zadig used was
actually referring to an explanation
Maharishi was giving on the
believed powers of chanting the
Vedas.
The mantras in the context of
language could be names of deities
in Sanskrit or they could be spices in
Chinese for all we know. If meaning
enters the process of TM then it is no
longer TM but a contemplation type
of meditation.
We ask you again, can we convert
you to Hinduism or anything without
you knowing it? Can you practice a
religion when there is not religion to
practice?
We guess some people can make

Comment
an applicant is really who he says he
is and what he says he is; and 20 per
cent of the time to see if employes
are living up to the requirements of
the company.
According to Zonn, these lie
detector tests (or "truth detectors"
Alan Janson is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.
as those in the profession prefer) are
not an invasion of privacy.
Not an invasion of privacy?! . . .
My God!
The experts in the profession
agree that if an individual refuses to
submit to a lie detector test as part
of his application, he will more than
likely not be considered further.
Another widespread practice is
the automatic unemployment line
for anyone who refuses the test when
it concerns pilferage.
Threatening people with the loss
of a job or ignoring others applications is a simple form of coercion
even if the Big Brothers of business
claim the individuals sign a release
before submitting to the "truth
detectors."

Nobody would risk the pressure
and risk of a lie detector unless he
had to.
While the evidence taken from lie
detectors can be used in few
criminal cases, the "witch hunts"
conducted by certain companies are
used as the sole basis for an individual’s honesty.
Zonn contends that a business has
the right to set its own criteria for
employment, and this right apparently may infringe on the rights
of the employes.
Of course the corporate
executives are pulling the strings,
but wouldn’t it be interesting if the
electronic honesty cords were attached to their pulses:
"Did you really discuss business
over that $100, write-off lunch?"
"Are the cars, the boats, the
airplanes the company paid for used
only for business purposes?"
"Has any corporate money been
spent on bribes either in the United
States or in foreign countries?"
Indeed, doesn’t any individual
seeking employment, or one already
employed in a company, have as
much right to know what the company represents and where it spends
its money, as the company has of
posing similar questions of the individual?
Of course business would scream
"That’s an invasion of privacy!"
It is.
But then so is a "truth detector"
for anyone.

When he flashes, just laugh
a religion out of anything, but for the
vast majority of those practicing
TM, it is a simple natural technique
which leads to greater fulfillment in
all aspects of human life.
Gary Gliddon
Biology graduate student
Marilyn Gliddon
Art graduate student

Ideas based
on little fact
Editor:
Mr. Fish has decided to dig
himself into a deeper hole. Now he
has deigned to don the mantle of
social biologist, biblical scholar, and
psychologist.
Apparently Fish believes that all
heterosexuals should direct their
sexual activity towards procreation.
I wonder how he proposes to enforce
this? Does he want the establishment of prohibitions against straight
sex activity that does not result in
conception? Does he advocate laws
against cunnilingus and fellatio?
Should this apply to single people,
or married couples? Perhaps he
believes that the only "moral sexual
relations" are those that occur
between husband and wife.
Mr. Fish raise: the question of
Christian morals. I suspect that he is
referring to biblical admonitions
against homosexuality found in the
Book of Leviticus. I wonder if he
feels as strongly about the other
prohibitions mentioned in the same
biblical section?
Does he believe that eating shell
fish or the flesh from certain
animals is wrong and immoral?
Does he avoid committing such
biblical abominations as wearing a
garment made from two materials?
Mr. Fish, I suggest you check
your wardrobe for dacron/cotton
clothing. You may unwittingly be a
clothes-closet deviant.
As a last fusillade, Fish displayed
his inadequacy as a psychologist.
Despite the judgment of professional
psychological and psychiatric
associations, Fish has decreed that
deviations from so-called "normal"
sexual behavior leads to "serious
psychological and emotional
problems."
I submit that such logic (sic) and
similar provincial attitudes are
what contribute to the "serious
psychological and emotional
problems" manifested by Vietnam
and Watergate.
If anything is immoral, unnatural, and a psychological
pathology, it is the deluded attempt
by some self-styled Christians who
make universal pronouncements
about biology, religion and
psychology without credentials in
any of those areas!
Vince Berardini
Political Science senior
Editor, Spartan Gaily

By Geene Rees
Is the female body a public
holding?
It would seem so when I hear
about women’s bodies being
abused on and off campus.
One of the most humiliating
experiences for a woman is when
she is taken advantage of
because of her sex. Whether it be
rape, assault or even an unveiling
glance, women suffer from
sexual abuse.
On campus recently, a good
friend of mine was walking to
class. With her head buried in a
book, she could hear two voices
behind her. Paying no attention,
(there was no reason to be
alarmed since it was 2 p.m.) she
kept on walking. A second later
two members of the opposite sex
came running from behind her
and grabbed her rear end, yelling
"Alright!"
The embarrassment and
humiliation felt by my friend was
one that brought her to tears,
screaming, "What gives them the
right? It’s my body!" Because
she was unprepared for the
childish attack, she was unable to
retaliate.
Women should become aware
of the attacks against other
women so that they can prepare
themselves, if and when it happens to them.
Self-defense, judo and karate
are a few answers. There are

Comment
many classes offered at SJSU
that can train women in self-defense.
As well as self-defense, a selfeducation should take place for
women to become aware of the
dangers. There are many
precautions that women can take
to protect themselves: locking
Geene Rees is a Spartan Daily
arts and entertainment writer.
car doors as soon as they get in
and locking the door on the way
out; not parking in the same area
every day and carrying your keys
in a weapon-type manner.
Women should know about the
weapons that are of easy access
to them: finger nails, knees, teeth
and platform shoes.
When women are attacked,
raped or assaulted they are
psychologically affected. The
effect may not be hate for men,
but might be anxiety when
walking in deserted parking lots,
standing in telephone booths or
even driving.
Women should not have to

suffer from these anxieties, but
do every day of their lives.
There are other answers
available, but they are a bit
extreme. Knives, mace and guns
are dangerous and carrying them
in purses poses great danger,
especially to the person carrying
them.
There is a point when women
become, so fed up with the scene
that they retaliate by giving men
"A taste of their own medicine."
This happened recently in
Texas, when two women were
arrested for allegedly raping a
man. This eye-for-an-eye technique should not be the answer.
Mental degradation seems to
be the most effective answer. On
campus recently, a girl was
walking across the grass when an
old man opened his coat and
flashed his naked, shriveled body
in front of her. All she could do
was laugh. He became embarrassed, zipped up his pants
and left.
It is sad that women have to be
subjected to this type of behavior,
especially in an academic and
intelligent atmosphere.
In an era of "anything goes"
and sexual leniency, women need
training either in self-defense or
in "how to be quick and spontaneous" when they find themselves in a childish and
sometimes deadly prank of the
opposite sex.

(
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All-Greek Spartan Week highlighted
by Volkswagen stuff, torn sack race
By Kendrick Walters
if the scheduling would
Dinshaw said. "If you want
Despite an increased have been different and if
to be here, you will be
r. umber of participants and the dorms had not been inhere."
an audience of more than vited to join.
Members of Dinshaw’s
100 students, complaints
Greek Week
sorority skipped classes to
about the turnout were
This is only the second
attend the events, she said.
voiced yesterday as Spar- year that the dorms have
Dorms blamed
tan Week continued with a been invited to participate
Reynolds also blamed
Volkswagen stuff and a in this annual event, which
the dorms involvement for
sack race.
was once called Greek
the less than complete
Nine different fra- Week.
turnout.
ternities and sororities
The events were
"Inviting them turned a
entered teams in the two scheduled at a bad time bebunch of guys off," he said.
events in "one of the big- cause of classes, Reynolds
"It doesn’t give Greek
gest turnouts we have ever said. It makes it hard for
Week the same emphasis
had," according to one of all the Greeks to join in.
as if it were all Greek."
the week’s coordinators,
Kathy Dinshaw, of the
He also felt that the only
Gamma Phi Beta sorority,
Bunny Arms.
reason the dorms were inNone of the dorms parti- disagreed, stating that the
vited was because the
cipated for the second day main problem was apathy.
Greeks needed the finanins row.
"It’s lack of interest, not
cial support.
The Delta Gamma a conflict of time," that is
Arms denied this stating
sorority won both of the causing the lower turnout,
that the only thing the
women’s events, while the
Theta Chi and Sigma Chi
fraternities won the men’s
Volkswagen stuff and sack
race, respectively.
q
eels...
Spartan Week’s events
will continue today from 10
a.m. to noon, by the fountain area, with a pyramid / NOON VIDEO MONDAY
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY;
building contest and a
relay race called "the bat"
"Cave People of the Philipines"
being held.
Dave Reynolds, of
Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity, felt that participa- ;Student Union
Upper Pad ,
tion could have been higher

more

T. Tyson

Stuffin,-; students in a Volkswagen was one of yesterday’s Spartan Week activities.

Stanford professor
to address scholars
Ian P. Watt, English
professor at Stanford University since 1964, will address the 15th annual
Honors Convocation on Friday.
The topic of his talk will
be "The Knowledge of Silence" and will begin at
1:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
The convocation honors
deans’ and president’s
scholars at SJSU who have
distinguished themselves
academically during the
past year.
A native of England,
Wail earned his B.A. in
1938 and his M.A. in 1946,
both from St. John’s Col-

lege at Cambridge University.
Watt, the author of
numerous books and articles, is perhaps best known
for his book, "The Rise of
the Novel."
Currently a fellow at the
Center for Advanced Study
in the Behavioral Sciences,
Watt formerly served as
chairman of the Stanford
University English Department and has been the recipient of two Guggenheim
fellowships.
In 1972, he was elected
to the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences.
To be selected as a
President’s Scholar, a student must have a grade

Lie)

dorms are paying for are
the security guards for the
dance on Saturday night.
Despite these cornplaints the Greeks seemed
to enjoy themselves as
sororities and fraternities
both led cheers for their
"house," especially during
the Volkswagen stuff.
With arms and legs
sticking out of windows,
each house tried to squeeze
as many people as they
could into a VW Beetle
within three minutes.
The only difference between the winner teams
and its competitors seemed
to be who had the largest
team. Delta Gamma got 20
people in, while Theta Chi
squeezed in 16 of its mem-

OPY-RIGHT

bers to win the men’s seetion.
Sack race
The day’s other event,
the sack race was also run
against the clock because
the contestants kept tearing holes in the bottom of
the sacks.
However, they held together long enough for
Delta Gamma and Sigma
Chi to win.
Sigma Chi covered the
50 yards in one minute, 28
seconds, 10 seconds better
than its nearest competitor, while Delta Gamma
ran it in one minute, 29
seconds to win the women’s
section.
247-4992

Kodak

FK TAPRINT COPIER
QUALITY KODAK COPIERS ARE
BETTER THAN THAT OTHER COPIER.
FANTASTICALLY CLEAN BACKGROUNDS
SUPER SOLID BLACK LETTERING COME TO THE BEST’
2939 PARK AVE.
SANTA CLARA, CA. 93030.1

point average of 4.0 for two
consecutive semesters and
have taken a minimum of
24 units at the university
during the two semesters.
Deans’ scholars must
have a grade point average
of at least 3.65 for either of
the two previous semesters, with a minimum of 14
units taken at the university during one semester.
This year, SJSU will be
honoring 177 President’s
scholars and 1,042 Deans’
scholars.
The SJSU Concert
Choir, under the direction
of music professor Dr.
Charlene Archibeque, will
provide music for the program.

spartaguide
The Baha’i student
forum will meet at 7 tonight
in the S.U. Montalvo Room.

4partan
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par copy. 10 cents Phone 7713181
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All graduating students
interested in participating
in the seventh annual Chicano commencement ceremonies should apply no
later than May 15. Information may be obtained from
the E.O.P. office.
Students interested in a
Catholic Student Center
will meet at 7 tonight at the
Campus Christian Center
Chapel, 10th and San Fernando streets.
The Chicano Pre-Law
Association will meet at
3:30 p.m. today in MH 526.

SJSU student chapter of
the NPPA will present the
fourth annual mini short
course, "Focus West ’77,"
at 9 a.m. Saturday in SCI
142. Registration fee is
$6.50.

The movie "Boys in the
Band" will be shown at the
next meeting of the Gay
Students Union at 7 p.m. tomorrow.

The Christian Science
Organization will meet at
3:30 p.m. today in BC 214.

Block Peer Counseling Center
You’ve got problems?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Assemblywoman Leona
Egeland, D-San Jose, will
speak on the "Future of
Mental Health Programs in
California" at Delta Tau
Kappa International Social
Science Honorary at 8 p.m.
Thursday in the S.U. Council Chambers.

hassling with classes?
uptight with people?
frustrated, down?
or just want someone to listen?

"We’ve got Black Peer Counselors" who can refer you
to somebody who will help you with your concern
Everything is "confidential"

The Chicana Alliance
will meet at 5 p.m. today in
the SJSU Women’s Center.
All those who would like to
help out for the Cinco de
Mayo celebration should
attend.

The Student’s International Meditation Society
will meet at 7:30 tonight in
the S.U. Pacheco Room.

STOP ON BYII
Were located in the Afro American Studies Dept
We do follow ups to insure that
you’ve been assisted appropriately
BLACK PEER COUNSELING CENTER is sponsored by Afro
American Studies Dept. and Associated Students. 277-2721

HERE’S ONE ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITY
YOU WON’T GET IN PRIVATE INDUSTRY.

AKBAYAN will hold a
club meeting at 3:30 p.m.
today in the S.U. Costanoan
Room.

Next time that typewriter key sticks, think of
Hunter’s. We Just may be who
you need. Whether it’s sales or
service, Hunter’s guarantees satisfaction. We sell new and reconditioned typewriters and adding machines.
If you’re not in the market to buy, we can
repair your ’old friend’. Stop by and see us.
We’re only 11/2 blocks from campus.

OFFICE EQUIPMENT CO.
Monday-Friday 8:30-4.45
71 East San Fernando 294-2091

If you’re thinking about a
career in engineering, think
about this.
How many companies can
offer you a nuclear submarine
to operate? The answer is
none. Equipment like this is
available only in one place...
the Navy.
The Navy operates over
half the nuclear reactors
in America. So our training is
the broadest and most comprehensive. We start by
giving you a year of advanced
engineering technology. In
graduate school, this would
cost you thousands, but in

the Navy, we pay you.
Once you’re commissioned
as a Nuclear Propulsion
Officer, you’ll earn a top
salary. Over $24,000 a year
after four years. And you’ll be
responsible for the most
advanced equipment
developed by man. All the
Navy asks in return is that
you serve for 3 years on active
duty upon completion of your
training.
You have only until May
15th to enroll in this year’s
Navy Nuclear Propulsion
Candidate Program. If you
are majoring in engineering,
math or physical sciences,

contact your placement office
to find out when a Navy
recruiter will be on campus.
Or call toll free, 800-841-8000
(in Georgia, 800-342-5855)
for more information. And if
you’re still a junior, ask about
the Navy’s NUPOC Collegiate Program, which pays you
up to $6,000 during your
senior year.
The Navy. When it comes
to nuclear training.no
one can give you the same
opportunities.
For local information call(4151273 7377

NAVY OFFICER.
IT’S NOT JUST A JOB, nits AN ADVENTURE.
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Women’s movement is not just a fad
says acting Provost of New College
By Bitty O’Neil
Dr. Fauneil Rinn has
"come a long way, baby"
from watching demonstrations to being a part of
them.
Rinn came to SJSU in
1960 as an assistant political science instructor and
is now acting Provost of
New College. In between
these positions, she has
been Dean of Social
Sciences and helped found
the Women’s Studies program, as well as lobbying
in Sacramento for feminist
causes.
In her 17 years on the faculty, Rinn has seen the
campus go from conservative to radical and back to
conservative.
There was a right wing
element in the student body
in the early ’60s according
to Rinn.
"The student body was
very conservative and

some students accused faculty members of being
Communist," she said.
In 1963 students and faculty combined in an effective mass rally to keep the
library open longer hours
and on weekends so students could study more,
Rinn said.
Violence non-productive
She called the period of
Viet Nam, 1967 to 1970, "the
university-lost period" because the students as a
whole were non-productive
as a result of too much violence.
"College should be a
time to think and to reflect
on what you want to do in
life," Rinn said. "Because
this time was so emotional,
students couldn’t devote
their time to thinking and
studying."
Rinn believes the domonstrations during this

radical period were carried
too far and that no one
really benefited from
them.
She said that while student movements have
changed over the years,
student goals have not.
"Students have always
been (as long as she has
been here) job oriented,"
she said. "They want to see
a direct connection between their studies and a
job."
Because, she believes,
most people change
careers three or four times
during their life, she stresses a liberal arts education
because of its broad background.
When she first came
here as an assistant political science instructor she
was the only woman faculty member in the department, and the second

permanent woman faculty
member in the Political
Science Department.
At the first Political
Science Department meeting she attended, she was
asked to take the minutes.
She told them to ask somoone else.
"I was glad to take my
turn, but just because I was
a woman, I was not automatically going to be the
secretary," Rinn said.
Campus pioneer
A long time activist for
women’s rights, she views
her participation in founding the Women’s Studies
program on campus as one
of her greatest accomplishments.
The program began in
1972 in an effort to "make
people recognize sexism
and to try to correct past
research and stimulate interest in women as people."

New seats for six instructors

Academic senators elected
Six professors have
been elected to serve next
year on the Academic Senate, the main policy -recommending body for the university.
Dr. David McNeil, associate professor of history,
and Dr. Ted Norton, profes-

Schools face
inadequate
faculty spots
( Continued from page 1)
The 2.0 position increase
given the School of Business was not enough, Burns
said.
"We were just obligated
to give them the extra positions because they’ve
experienced such tremendous growth." The school
has grown 17.6 per cent
since 1974-75.
"But by giving them two
more positions, we had to
cut other schools that much
more."
The School of Education
also stands out. It was cut
despite its steady enrollment in recent years.
Engineering has a
slightly increasing enrollment, but did not gain positions. However, the Council
of Deans gave it second
priority (behind Business)
when and if additional positions become available.
There is a possibility,
Burns said, that the legislature may provide CSUC
with up to 142 additional
positions, of which SJSU
could get 15-20. But the
result of legislative action
won’t be known until July.

sor of political science,
were elected by the social
sciences staff to represent
the school.
They were chosen over
Dr. Tim Plant, psychology
professor, and Dr. Geoffrey Tootell, associate professor of sociology and an
incumbent.
Both McNeil and Norton
received the same number
of votes, and a run-off election will be held to determine who will serve the
three-year term rather
than the two-year term.
Elected to represent the
School of Science were Dr.
William Tidwell and in-

cumbent Dr. Roger Haight,
both professors of biological sciences. Robert Read,
meteorology professor, had
also tried for the vacancy.
The School of Education
staff chose Dr. James McPherson, special education
professor, over Dr. Celeste
Brody, associate professor
of secondary education, to
represent the school.
Incumbent Dr. Jim Harper, professor, defeated
Frank Jones, associate
professor, in the race to
represent the School of
Business.
Balloting for the School
of Applied Sciences and

Arts must be redone because the first ballots were
incorrectly marked, said
Lucille Vattimo, Academic
Senate secretary.
The first ballots had
stated there was only one
vacancy when there were
actually two, she explained.
Competing for the two
seats are Dr. Clair Jennett,
former chairman of men’s
physical education, and Dr.
Helen Ross, associate professor of health sciences.
Candidates can find out
how many votes they received by contacting Vatlimo in the Academic Senate office, Eng. 301.

Although she did not
really become active in women’s rights until the early
’70s, she called herself a
"closet feminist" from the
’405 because she didn’t
know there was a group of
women who felt the same
way she did about women’s
rights. She said she kept
her thoughts to herself or
just among very close
friends.
"When I was in journalism school in 1945 the only
place a woman could work
on a newspaper was on the
society page," she said.
It wasn’t until after she
returned from sabbatical
in 1970 at the Pacific School
of Religion in Berkeley that
she became outwardly active.
Rinn lobbied in Sacramento for women’s rights
while president of the California Women’s Association last year.
While president of the
association, she acted as
spokesperson for the women in the state by taking
their problems to the legislature, and by promoting a
public understanding of the
problems that women have
in society.
Movement stronger
The California Women’s

Association was founded in
1973 as a political action
group designed to enhance
the status of women on
campus and in the community.
In 1971 the media said
the current women’s movement was a fad and would
pass, according to Rinn.
Five years later the movement is stronger than ever,
she said.
"Women’s rights is not
just a fad like the hula -hoop
or the skateboard," Rinn
said. "There has been a lot
of energy tapped and people have it ingrained in
their lives."

Bakke ruling to be discussed
by panel of lawyers, teachers
A panel of California
professors and lawyers will
discuss "After Bakke,
What?" at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow as part of the Affirmative Action Symposium.
Last September, the
California Supreme Court
handed down the Bakke
decision, ruling that special minority admission
programs discriminate
against white students.
Members of the panel
are Ivor Kraft, professor of
social work at California
State University at Sacra-

mento; Amnon Goldworth,
SJSU philosophy professor; John Finlay, attorney
with the Pacific Legal
Foundation; Sid Flores, deputy city attorney with San
Jose; Mayer Chapman,
CSUC general counsel; Robin Dunne, member of the
Revolutionary Student Brigade from Oakland and
Bob Wing from the Interim
Northern California Committee to Overturn the
Bakke Decision.
Kraft wrote "Race,
Merit and the 14th Amendment," in support of af-

firmative action.
Goodworth wrote an
article published by the
United Professors of California which rebutted SJSU
President John Bunzel’s
stand against affirmative
action.
The Pacific Legal
Foundation, of which Finlay is a member, will argue
in favor of the Bakke decision before the U.S. Supreme Court when it reviews the case.
The panelists will make
short presentations and
will then discuss the issue

among themselves. The
audience will also be able
to ask questions.
The discussion will be
held in the S.U. Ballroom.
Admission is free.
Preceding the discussion at 10 a.m. will be a
roundtable debate of affirmative action programs
among nationally-known figures, including Stanley
Pottinger, consultant to the
U.S. Attorney General, and
Jacqueline Bradford, assistant regional director of the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

Dorm floor goes under water

CS’tudy
course to be
held Monday
Study skills and note
taking will be discussed
from 2:30-4 p.m. May 9,
in the reading lab, Ed.
231.
The mini course is
helpful for freshmen or
anyone who wants to
know more about studying for exams, according to Dan Sanidad,
EOP tutorial specialist.
What to study for in
essay and objective
exams, and how to write
essay exams, prepare
notes, skim books and
take exams will all be
examined.
SJSU’s reading lab
helps students improve
in comprehension, vocabulary and speed and offers mini courses
throughout the semesr._

Damaged toilet causes flood
Hundreds of gallons of
water flooded a southwest
wing of West Hall Friday
afternoon when a valve
malfunction caused a toilet
to overflow, according to
Resident Adviser Albert
McMillan.
Approximately three
inches of water covered the
fifth floor wing, with water
also seeping down through
the ceiling to the fourth and
third floors, McMillan said.
The amount of damage
caused by the water was to
be determined sometime
Monday, but McMillan estimated that only the fifth
floor carpet was harmed.
No personal property
was reported damaged.
John Burke, head of
dorm maintenance, and
Housing Director Cordell
Koland were unavailable
for comment.
The accident took place
around 5 p.m. when a valve
in the toilet malfunctioned,

ASPB PRESENTS
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preventing it from closing,
McMillan said.
This caused an increase
in water pressure, forcing
the water out, like a pipe
with a hole in it, he said.
The overflow lasted for

over a half hour, McMillan
said, because there were
very few people on the floor
at the time.
It was stopped when
McMillan broke into a
locked cabinet to turn off

Legislator to talk
on mental health
Assemblywoman Leona
Egeland, D-San Jose, will
speak on the future of mental health programs in California, Thursday at 8 p.m.
in the A.S. Council Chambers of the Student Union.
Egeland is chairwoman
of the Assembly’s Perma-

nent subcommittee on
Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities.
The speech and following question-and -answer
period are sponsored by
Delta Tau Kappa, a social
sciences honor society.

fi

the water to the bathroom,
thus stopping the flooding,
he said.
West Hall’s entire water
system was turned off after
this for about 45 minutes to
an hour, so that repairs
could be made, McMillan
said.
It took nearly eight
hours to remove the water
with vacuum cleaners, he
said. Approximately 50 students assisted in the cleanup operation.

David Pacheco
Long time women’s rights activist Dr. Fauneil Rinn. Provost of New College. has seen a lot of
changes in her 17 years on this campus.

Retiring professors
honored at luncheon
A brief "thank you" was
conveyed by SJSU President John Bunzel to 23 retiring campus professors at
a luncheon Thursday, the
menu for which would
make Julia Child’s mouth
water.
Walter McPherson,
Physical Education Professor, was among those
honored at the S.U. Umunhum Room banquet.
"It was very gracious of
Dr. Bunzel to hold this affair," said McPherson,
who has been employed by
the college for 37 years.
"It was served nicely
and the food was good," he
said.
Foreign Language Prof.
Wesley Goodard, who has
also worked at SJSU for 37
years, and McPherson
were the senior professors
honored at the luncheon.
Physiology Prof. Dr. Albert Ellis, Art Prof. Dr.
Wendall Gates and Math
Prof. Dr. Carl Douglas
Olds, each employed by the
college for 31 years, were
also honored.
Professors honored for
more than 20 years of service were: Dr. Stanley
Benz, counseling; Frances
Gulland, elementary
education; Doris Cutting
and Anne Murany, occupational therapy; Dr. Thomas Gray, student health
services; Anna Ballarian,
art; William Padfield,
education and Doris
Standerfer, art education.
Among those honored
after less than 20 years at
SJSU were: June McCann,
physical education and
education; Dr. Rolland
Rogers, history; Dr. Joachim Stenzel, foreign language; Dr. Arthur Hilding,
education; Dr. Peter King,
humanities; William Allan,
education; D. Ray Quinn,

ries.
The meal was washed
down with Cribari champagne or, for non-drinkers,
nnn-a I,,oholic raspberry

Jane Lacour, social work:

and Dorothy Beegel, office
administration.
The professors were
thanked by 13,1n,e1 for their
years of dedication to the
college. Certificates of
gratitude were issued to
each retiring professor.
Following the presentation of certificates was the
meal, which included
French onion soup as the
first course.
The soup was followed
by Crab Louie and San
Francisco French bread
and butter, then a dessert
of pound cake topped with
strawberry-flavored frozen
yogurt and fresh strawber-

punch.
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Life’s celebration is the main theme

Poet considers writing exercise

The Eulipia Cafe and Gallery. recently opened at 374 S. First St next to the Camera One
features live jazz groups as well as food in a comfortable, relaxed atmosphere

By Bruce Wylie
"Poetry is a way of saying something to the person
you always wisher’ was listening."
This is part of a poem
that SJSU graduate student
Jeredith Merrin wrote
while outside a laundromat
in San Jose.
Her lines express the
"ideal dialogue between
people speaking carefully"
Theater, that she feels is "part of a
poet’s job."

Eulipia Cafe features
food for jazz lovers
By Laurie Slothower
Live jazz has finally
come to San Jose.
It comes in the form of
the Eulipia Cafe and
Gallery, 374 S. First St.
located next to the Camera
One theater.
"I wanted a place where
people could go to hear
good music and enjoy good
food," said co-owner Ed
Rathbone. "And we all
really love jazz."
Rathbone, who
graduated from SJSU in
1975 with a B.A. in history,
opened the cabaret two
weeks ago with the help of
fellow downtown residents
Steve and Kathleen
Borkenhagen and Bob
Mello.
"There’s no place I
know of in San Jose that
offers quality music,"
Rathbone, 24 explained.
"Right now you have to go
to the city to hear any kind
of jazz."
"I think there’s a
market for it in San Jose."
Live music
In keeping with this preRathbone
promises
mise,
there will be live music on
Wednesday, Friday and
Saturday nights; tonight
the Bob Johnson Quartet
will play.
On Thursday an auditioning group will perform
but Rathbone didn’t know
their name at press time.
"local talent," he said.
If the opening week
crowds are any indication,
the San Jose market has
definitely heard about the

Eulipia. Tuesday, Friday
and Saturday nights the
place was packed with a
clientele consisting mostly
of the young-and-hip and
SJSU students. Rathbone
said he plans to add more
seats to the 65-person
capacity restaurant.
Unusual name
The restaurant’s moniker, "_Eulipia," is a reference to the album, "Return of the 5,000 Pound
Man" by jazz flautist Rahsaan Roland Kirk.
"Eulipians are artists,
musicians . . . it’s an abstract word to mean anything you want that has to
do with creativity and the
spirit," Rathbone explained.
"Our second -choice
name was ’Bright
Moments’ (another Kirk
album)."
Varied menu
In addition to the live
music, the Eulipia also
serves soups, salads, sandwiches, beer, wine and
espresso drinks.
House brand coffee is 35
cents a cup, with free
refills during the day.
Espresso is overpriced
50 cents a cup. Their sandwiches, too, are expensive
$2.25 for roast beef, $2.15
for a "garden special,
consisting of swiss cheese
and avocado.
Original lithographs
* The Eulipia gallery includes five original lithographs by Alexander Calderder and Salvador Dali;
future plans include regular showings of photograph
and printmaking by local
artists.

While the restaurant is
still soliciting musicians
for paying gigs ("Eulipians
are flocking to Eulipia,"
smiles Rathbone.) they are
"swamped" with responses to their ad for
counter help.
Rathbone and his
friends, who are also partowners of the Camera One
theater, first thought of
starting a coffee house
about a year ago.
The Camera One
theater, which opened in
September of 1975 was
started by former SJSU
student Jeff Nyblom, Rathbone and others who enjoyed films and wanted a
theater that showed high
quality, foreign and art
films.
Downtown renaissance
The theater, along with
the Garden Restaurant, the
Western Mountaineering
shop and the crafts shops
along San Fernando forms
the nucleus of a downtown
renaissance. It is a reply to
the multi-story hotels and
department stores people
think of when they hear of
"removating" the downtown area.
"We wanted a place for
people to go before or after
the movies," Rathbone
said. "We encourage a
’hang-out’ type of atmosphere. It’s the kind of place
I could go alone and enjoy
myself."
Comfortable atmosphere
In addition, they wanted
to offer jazz because it is
typically associated with
"backstreet alleys and
smoke-filled rooms. . . We
want a place for musicians
to make some money and
have fun, and have a clean,
comfortable place everyone can relate to."
"I don’t think downtown
is as bad as people make it
out to be although I know
as soon as I say that, people
cinating portrait of Bierce, who live here would disa witty, uncompromising agree," said Rathbone.
writer known for his shock- "But it’s not that downtown
ing comments. He is helped doesn’t have a lot of unin this by actor Kurtwood friendly people: it’s that
Smith, who plays the they don’t come to the
character for CAT as sort Eulipia."
of an ironic devil’s advo"There is a downtown
community that wants
cate.
Another fine per- places to go," he conformance was delivered by cluded. "We think it can
Tary Ismond, in a happen."
humorous role as the
The Eulipia Cafe and
politicking railroad tycoon Gallery is open from 11:30k
whom Bierce is trying to a.m. to midnight Monday
defeat. John Vickery did through Thursday, 11:30
well as the fast-talking, a.m. to 1 a.m. Friday and
newspaper-hawking young Saturday and from 2 p.m.
Hearst, as did Terry Wells to midnight Sundays.
in various supporting roles.
Less successful in their
ASPB
characterizations were
Anita Birchenall as a
Washington socialite and
Scott Paulin as the senator
in charge of the hearings on
the railroad bill, but his
partly involves Bosakowski’s uneven script.
Director Dunn makes
good use of seven-member
chorus, costumed in
journalistic black and
white, who fill in crowd
scenes and punctuate the
play by screaming headlines as newsboys.

CAT’s ’Bierce’
flashy, brassy
By Kathy Morrison
California Actors
Theatre premiered a
flashy, brassy almostmusical play in the Old
Town Theatre Friday
night, a new play that is
nothing if not original in
presentation.
Philip Bosakowski’s
"Bierce Takes on the Railroad" tells of journalist
Ambrose Bierce’s attempts
to stop the Railroad Funding Bill just before the
Spanish-American War. It
is a somewhat flawed play
that manages to transcend
its problems and provide
some exciting entertainment.
The production, which
will run through May 15,
has been directed almost in
the style of a vaudeville
show by James Dunn.
Ragtime music, chaser
lights, bunting and lots and
lots of flags provide a background for Bierce’s fight
against the railroads’
greed sponsored by pubUsher William Randolph
Hearst and the San Francisco Examiner.
Bosakowski draws a fas-

Merrin, in describing
her poetry, is "not comfortable with defining it as
verse", but considers her
writing as exercises instead.
She considers herself
"not very disciplined" in
her writing, preferring to
express through poetry
when "I feel I need to."
This same feeling of
need brought her back into
the English Master’s program at SJSU two years
ago.
After her divorce in
Canada two years ago,
Merrin and her then 9-yearold daughter Lisa, ended
up in San Jose.

matter in your life" and
then to express that feeling
through words.
One of the people that
accepts her lifestyle best
also aspires through her
own efforts, namely Lisa,
now 11-years-old.
Merrin related that she
began when Lisa was three
with poetry-language exercises despite Lisa’s lack of
writing skills.
She describes their open
relationship as "learning a
lot from and about each
other" through their poetry
and their verbal natures.
Merrin’s own desire in
poetry began in her childhood, she said.
"I read a lot and spent a
lot of time in bed because of
illness, with books playing
a large part of my life," she
said.
Currently Merrin
teaches poetry exercises to
a fifth grade class at
Lowell School, near SJSU,
where she provides a structure to write by.

Merrin uses this same
She decided on her need
to learn more about and -concept of writing in a form
language and enrolled at because she enjoys "some
SJSU to "know more about restriction to work
against".
the territory" of language.
"It’s important to read
it, to write it," she said.
It was while in Canada
that Merrin first began to
Merrin described one be published, appearing in
danger in poetry of "being several women’s magatoo self-indulgent at times" zines. She recently rebecause of its self-ex- ceived notice that she will
pressive nature.
be included in a "California
"There’s a balance be- Anthology of Women
tween restriction and re- Poets," to be released this
sponsibility in communica- summer.
tion, so that it doesn’t
relate to one alone."
She credits the influence
of Naomi Clark, SJSU EngIn ’poetry, she said, lish instructor as being
there is "a sense that
everything matters," dealing with the "vision or
epiphany that makes up
day-to-day living."
Merrin describes a
poet’s responsibility as
"allowing all things to
An evening of Magic,
sponsored by the Residence Halls Activities
Council, will be presented
in the Studio Theater in the
Speech and Drama Bldg. at
8 p.m. May 5. Members of
the International Brotherhood of Magicians will perform in the show.
Since magic has experienced a revival in recent
years and with the advent
"A Little Bit Of This
of nationwide television
and A Little Bit Of That
shows on magic it was felt
Art Festival", an interthat there would be a derelated art experience
mand for a live magic show
for all students to watch
in the campus community.
and participate in will
Some of the performers
be held today from 10
will include Hank VIcek, a
a.m. to 2 p.m. on
magician for over 18 years
Seventh Street.
who has entertained on
Activities will infour continents.
clude African rhythms,
Chuck Mignoso enterart displays, bread
tainer for about three
making, new games,
years, has performed in
rug braiding and more.
hospitals and has done
The festival is
special shows in the area.
planned and coorTony Guerrero, an SJSU
dinated by the members
graduate, has performed
of the Recreation 129
for dorm talent shows and
class.
private parties and now
If rain interrupts the
does his magic nightly in a
festivities it will be
local club.
moved to the S.U. BallFrank Tortorice, a
room.
senior at SJSU, has per-

Festival
displays
variety

AND

RHAC PRESENTS

TAJ MAHAL

San Francisco Center
(415)433-1783
Palo Alto Center
(415)127-0841

ECFMG NMB
Proq
(Pntet

Pam/

FLEX

11A.11

I til

I. mid It %NI)

aTirf-,IL

Friday, April 29th, 9 PM
Student Union Ballroom
Tickets: $3.50 RHAC card holders, $4.50 Students
$5.50 General
On sale at the A.S. Business Office, all BASS
outlets, Underground Records and at the door

her

Her themes deal more
with a "celebration of living rather than depression,
seeing poetry as both the
flesh and bones of life, existential as well as everyday."

formed at various dorm
functions and also gives
private sleight-of-hand performances at private parties.
Tickets are $1.50 for
SJSU students and guests
and $1.25 for residence hall
students.

poetry through the dey.to.

XEROX copies
3
Overnight
Days 4C -no min.
8 ’A " loose, Exp. 7/77
BRING THIS AD

AMERICAN COPY
273E San Fernando
Next to Peanuts

295-7778

Bring this ad i n
and choose\ from
/kw slice.

THE STUDENT
/ 444 I. William \

SEVEN THINGS
NOT TO DO
THIS SUMMER.
Summer can be fun if you know a few common things to avoid
doing.
1. Do not swim at any beach where they have loudspeakers
playing the soundtrack from "Jaws:*
2. Do not, under any circumstances. try to pick up a cow.
3. Do not answer any want ad for a summer job that sounds
too good to be true unless you enjoy selling steak knives.
4. Do not tell your parents that, after graduation. you have
decided. on an exciting career in motel management.
5. Do not accept a date from anyone wearing a green leisui.
suit and,roller skates.
6. Do not, under any circumstances, attempt to feed your pet
gerbil a boa constrictor.
7. Do not forget the one word for beer. As your Dean of Beer.
I can think of nothing more important for you to remember.
VOU next Lill
ft ill 11,1%.,.
THERE’S JUST ONE WORD
FOR BEER. -

SAT
VAT

(L, Woad ’snot or wousanss oros,sles an tOnbroll. 01 nw.
ong know now Mal enab’es us IQ Ono, ffi OSSI poisarilhOn
isradSO4. no ’wafter *nosh course ,s Won Oyer 38 yeara
Volummous
of mg:tenon5i and wren Smell ri
Porno study meteorite CourSell that are constantly up
dated Permanent contort open dell 5 romellenda 511 fmal
Complete tape lac Mhos for pryrep of class lessons and
use of supplementary material@ Malls ups for mussed los
sons i OLif rorntrors

1418

Merrin has also participated in the live readings
that make up the Tuesday
evening entertainment at a
local coffeehouse, The
Rainbow Lady.

campus that has Influenced

"Maybe in a way I’m
too young to formulate any
truly profound ideas.
Poetry is my education,
learning to be a teacher
and learning about life."

Suglinda Steinfuller
Der.o of Beer

GiV1CAT LSAT GRE
GMAT OCAT DAT

Test Preparation
Ince
Speoaltt

partly responsible for the
poetic community that has
grown up around SJSU.
Through the 1976 Bicentennial Poetry Series and
the current Contemporary
American Poetry Festival,
both projects of Clark’s,
poets around SJSU have received an opportunity to
meet published members
in their field, she said.

Magicians to mystify
SJSU crow ds May 5

There IS a difference!
PREPARE FOR:

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Richard Johns
Jeredith Merrin relaxes on the SJSU
day experiences she observes.

AND YOU KNOW IT.
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Cooper, Nahirney turn in strong spike shows

Dedy Cooper was
SJSU’s lone winner at the
Mt. San Antonio College
Relays last weekend ir.
Walnut.
Cooper edged Olympian
Willie Davenport 13.74 to
13.80, with Robert Gaines
(13.82) a close third.
Several other Spartans
placed, including the 400.
meter relay team, which
clocked a 40.18 to finish
behind the Philadelphia
Pioneers and Tobias
Striders track clubs, which
finished several yards
ahead of SJSU’s quartet.
Russ Nahirney ran the
best 1,500-meter race of his
life. a 3:49.7, finishing
lphind winner Ed Arriloa
of Arizona, who clocked a
3:45.7, and runner-up Steve
McCalley of San Fernando
Track Club, who was just
two-tenths of a - second
ahead of Nahirney.
Ron Livers grabbed a
second place in the triple
jump, leaping 54 feet 41/2,
losing to winner Milan Tiff.
Tobias Striders, who
jumped 55-2.
The meet was
dominated by track clubs,
as the Spartans competed
in open competition, which
included many four-year
school grads who had used
up eligibility.
Cooper appears again to
be healthy, and he’s one of
just two spikers in the
top times this year in more
than one event, leading
both hurdle races.
Other Spartan leaders
are in the hammer where
Aldo Congi, Coleman Kells
and Mike Miller rank onethree-four.
Mike Kirtman’s windaided 10.2 leads 100-meter
sprinters who’ve posted
nothing better than 10.5 in
non -wind -aided performances.
The 400-meter relay
team has the best time in
the conference, posting a
39.9 at the Stanford Relays.
The other PCAA
member to lead in more
than one event is Cooper’s
teammate, the spring legged Ron Livers, who at
5-foot-8, leaps 7 feet 1
vertically (high jump) and
55 feet 111/2 horizontally
(triple jump).
Frank DeJak leads the
javelin competition by 15
feet at 245 feet.
Shotputters Ron Simkew and fast-rising Bob

Feuerbach rank one-two in
that event.
All should be on hand, as
well as many of those competing in open competition
at the Mt. SAC Belays,
when the San Jose Invitational Track and Field
Meet gets underway Friday at Bud Winter Field._
For the first time, there
will be a women’s section,
which will take place
Friday afternoon. Open

competition, which should
be the best spectator event,
will begin at 1 p.m.
Saturday, and continue
through 5p.m.
Tournament tickets are
now on sale at the ticket
office in the men’s gym,
with a $1 discount on
reserved seats normally
selling at $5 available
through Thursday for advance purchase.
Student tickets are good

only for one day each and
will be on a first-come,
first-serve basis, at the
gate.
Following the Invitational on the Spartan
schedule come the West
Coast Relays in Fresno
May 7 and the PCAA
Championship Meet May
13-14.
The final two events of
the year are May 21 in
Modesto at the California

An-Nial-ating opponent

Nial Brash of SJSU’s tennis team works on his powerful backhand in preparation for his match
against the University of San Diego. The SJSU-USD net clash will be held at 2 p.m. today on
the south campus courts located at 10th and Humbok Streets. No admission will be charged.

Relays and the NCAA
ChampiJnship Meet in
Champaign, lU..June 2-4.
The Fresno and
Modesto competitions are
tune-ups for what the
Spartans have been aiming
at this sensor. the PCAA
and NCAA meets.
Last year, SJSU
finished second to Long

By Paul Kyber
About 150 high school
girl athletes and their
coaches, wearing buttons
proclaiming "girls like
sports, too," picketed the
San Jose Mercury-News
building Saturday to
protest the paper’s lack of
coverage of women’s
sports.
The women, from
schools all over the Santa
Clara Valley, marched
around the grounds at 750
Ridder Park Dr. for nearly
two hours carrying signs to
draw attention to their
cause. One placard read
"Coverage of our hits is the
pits" while others said "We
work so hard but we get so
little" and "We’re important too."
According to Frankie
Bylow, an SJSU student
who is chairwoman of the
self defense task force of
the San Jose chapter of
NOW (National Organization of Women), the
university was informed of
the protest.
However, only three
SJSU students showed up,
and no coaches were
present.
"I contacted the assistant athletic director
(Carolyn Lewis) and told
her about it," Bylow said.
"I don’t know why word
didn’t get around."
Lewis could not be
reached for comment.
"We’re concerned about
the lack of coverage girls
get," Barbara Beard,
Leland High School swimming, basketball and softball coach and one of the
major organizers of the
demonstration, said.
"We do have some
quality," she added. "For
example, there are three
girls who are leading the
state in track times but

_}
Keglers hit road
in crown defense
Leo by veterans Pat
Rossler and dare Glieden,
SJSU’s women’s bowling
team will attempt to defend
its national championship
in San Antonio, Texas, May
3-7.
The Spartans have not
lost in two years, going undefeated last year while
winning the championship.
They lost once in 1975, for a
second -place national
finish.
Rossler and Glieden
both did well, teaming with
regular Sharon Nishimatsu
to lead the team in its
section win.
Carrie Choy was the
surprise for the Spartans,
carrying the team from
behind, according to coach
Terry Gregory. Normally
Choy, Sandy Johnson and
Marlene Ogawa trade off

for the fourth and fifth
spots.
Gregory alternates
them so that all are experienced in high-level
competition, which is good
in case one of the top five is
ill or injured.
How an alternate fills in
could determine how far a
team goes, and certainly
could have made a big difference, for example, in the
sectional in Las Vegas
earlier this month.
SJSU is the favorite of
the tournament, not only
because of last year’s
victory but its win New
Year’s weekend in the Las
Vegas Invitational, which
pitted many teams against
the Spartans whom they’ll
face again in San Antonio.
The Spartans won easily in
that tournament.

’favorable’ review given
Representatives of the
Western Athletic Conference had favorable impressions of the facilities at
SJSU while here to consider the Spartans as a
member school in the
WAC, according to SJSU
Athletic Director Bob
Murphy.
WAC commissioner
Stan Bates and two
presidents of WAC schools
met with representatives of
SJSU and the community
yesterday to tour Spartan
Stadium, Independence
Fieldhouse and the other
sports facilities at SJSU.
No decisions were made.
Murphy said a decision
on the second replacement
should be made next week.
SJSU is one of four

schools being considered
for a berth in the WAC to
replace Arizona and
Arizona State. The two left
the WAC to join the PAC-8.
San Diego State has already been selected as one
of the replacement schools.
"We talked about the
plans which would make us
a more desirable school
than if we didn’t make the
changes." Murphy said of
the plans to enlarge
Spartan Stadium to 30,000
from the current 18,155 and
adding seats to Independence Fieldhouse to expand from the present
5,000.
The other three schools
in contention for WAC
membership include
New Mexico State, Univer-

while leaving the track.
The Spartans, basking
in their deserved glory, led
by Congi and Cooper,
welcomed the challenge,
and returned verbal barbs.
A repeat performance
isn’t out of the question, but
with different scoring
methods in the big meet,
the score could be closer.

Long Beach and SJSU
are the two top teams in the
conference, with San Diegv
State rating a mention as
outside shot.
A newcomer to the
competition is Utah State
University, added to the
conference in various
sports including track,
beginning this season.

Girl athletes picket Mercury,
claim sports coverage lacking

WAC group tours facilities;

sports

Beach State at the PCAA
meet despite winning the
dual meet between the two
clubs. Evidence of the
rivalry was displayed when
the two teams met again
this year.
Although the Spartans
annihilated CSULB, 9234
471/2, the 49ers promised
revenge in Santa Barbara

their times don’t get
printed while the boys’ do."
Another example of the
lack of coverage given prep
girls was cited by Sharon
Ciobress, volleyball and
gymnastics coach at Gunn
High School in Palo Alto.
"We had the CCS
(Central Coast Section of
the California Intercollegiate Federation (CIF))
champion in volleyball this
year and didn’t get one bit
of coverage," she said.
Beard and a group of
coaches and students met
with Larry Jinks, executive editor of the MercuryNews, Dan Hruby, executive sports editor, and
Frank Bannano, managing
editor of the News for more
than an hour Friday to
discuss the problem.
Beard said that
although the meeting was a
step in the right direction
"all they did was tell us
they’d look into the
problem."
Jinks called the meeting
"friendly and useful" and
said that his paper "will
have to look at" its policy
on coverage of women’s
sports.
He added that he
thought the women made
"some very good points."

kinds of conversation we
had Friday."
Dianne Dunsmore, a
senior at Peterson High
School in Sunnyvale who
participates in basketball,
softball and volleyball, was
at the meeting Friday.
"They said they don’t
have much space for high
school sports," she said.
"What we want is for them
to split what they do have
between the boys and
girls."
Dunsmore, who was
carrying a sign labeled
"Cancel May 2," explained
that the parents of the girls
were being asked to cancel
their subscriptions to the
Mercury by May 2 if some
changes were not made.
Beard said the lack of
coverage of girls’ sports
hampered efforts by the
girls to get scholarships at
major universities.
Beard said when they
told Hruby of the Mercury
about that, he replied that
it was "none of their business, they aren’t out to
get scholarships for anyone."
Beard said that there
would have been more girls
at the protest had the
Campbell High School Dis-

trict, the De Anza and West
Valley Leagues not discouraged girls from participating.
Haskell Bowen, physical education supervisor
for the Campbell district,
said the coaches in the district were told not to let
their girls participate
because "if one of them got
hurt, the district, the school
and the coach could all be
liable.
"It just didn’t seem reasonable to invite a lawsuit," he added.
He cited the Mercury’s
coverage of the Camden
High School women’s
basketball team, which
went to the finals of the
CCS championships and
called it "excellent."
"It’s just been in the last
year that women’s sports
have become big," he
added. "I think the
coverage will come about
as the interest increases."

COPIES
3G
overnight
no minimum

KINKO’S

123S 3rd St

295-4336

Improve Study Habits

Specifically, Jinks said
their argument that boys’
track results frequently got
printed while girls’ did not
and that outstanding
women swimmers got little
coverage while men swimmers did showed that perhaps "there are different
standards."
"This is a pretty complicated problem, though,"
Jinks observed. "As girls’
sports get more popular,
they’ll have to be covered
more."
He added that any
changes would not be as a
result of the picketing
Saturday but "through the
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Quit Smoking
Lose Weight

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

Habit Control
269-5451
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AMERICAN MULTI CINEMA

REDUCED PRICES AT TWILITEI

sity of Nevada -Las Vegas
and Utah State.
New Mexico State is
currently in the Missouri
Valley Conference, while
Utah State and Las Vegas
are independents.
Las Vegas is a Division
II school, but has been to
the Camellia Bowl, one of
the top Division II bowl
games, for the past two
years.
Murphy had previously
spoken of plans to expand
the PCAA before trying to
change conferences, but he
said the key to any expansion was San Diego
State. With the Aztecs now
in the WAC, this plan
became unfeasible.
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EXCITING THINGS ARE HAPPENING
AT THE ACADEMY OF ART COLLEGE.

ILLUSTRATION!
Draw and paint your way
into the professional
picture Let our
professional instructors
show you how
Tturnheth Cmiwry.For presents

CiNimr71
.vtirrIpordwAitedo, Robert Altman

rnot &mid Busby MI006 Bodhi VOnd u.eia Thnavision:am
Mtwara sum sanuiT.1

LOW COST
Auto Insurance
for College Students
289-8681
CAMPUS INSURANCE
SAN JOSE
91 Paseo de San Antonio
San Jose, CA 95113
(j,,cI ill nterse lion of 3rd and San Antonio,
near P 0 SobStation

374-332

6:00 - 8:30
IWI tiff SHOW TICI1FTS S 10

To receive detailed information, fill out the blank spaces below.
tear out the complete ad and mail to the office of the Registrar.
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Name
Address

948 1116

OLD MILL 6

College attending

MIS

Number of semesters completed

ACADEMY OF ART COLLEGE
625 Sutter Street. San Francisco, CA 94102, 415/673-4200

-a

Vlf 11V

5:00 -7:30-10:00
TWI LITE SHOW TICKETS I 305 00, SI SO
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Annual tennis tourney 1
brings life to Ojains
announcements
The place goes wild, with guys picking
up on the girls, and girls trying to attract
them. Since most players are from out-oftown, they mingle with other players on
the balconies and in the hallways.
Everyone is more romantic than usual.

By Al Dangertield

)jai? Never heard of it.
)h, you mean Ohio?
Where is it? What’s in Ojai?
For Ojai, a small city of about 20,000
rust below Santa Barbara, but north of Los
kngeles, the week of the Ojai Valley
Tennis Tournament is a local holiday.
Once a year, the talk of this small town
s tennis. People of all ages skip work or
ichool to either participate, work in, or
ust view the tournament.
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Ojaian Rebecca Rimpa said that tennis
s the No. 1 sport in the town. "Threeburths of the people in this town play
ennis," Rimpa said
"During the tournament no one works
)r goes to school," the 15-year-old high
;Moo’ freshman said. "I went to one class
oday and only 11 people showed up.
"It’s easy to get out of school for the
)jai tournament," Rimpa concluded.
The week of the tournament also makes
lotel and motel managers happy, as all of
heir rooms suddenly become booked with
young, ambitious and energetic tennis
players.
Walk down any street, or into any hotel
room and one would find someone talking
)f, about, or showing something related to
.erutis. This year the OVTT drew the
argest number of participants (1,537) in
ts 78-year history. This total exceeded last
iear’s total by more than 200.
Who said that tennis players "always"
Lake their tennis seriously? With such a
great number of men and women in
seemingly equal proportions, one can only
Imagine what happens in the evenings.

The less intimate and more faithful
athletes confine themselves to visiting the
ladies on the balconies and in the hallways,
while their opposites seek the quiet confines of hotel rooms with their new found
mates.
There is another crowd of tennis
players, however, who invite guests to
their rooms to show off the different
strokes that they used to beat an opponent,
along with the latest tennis attire.
The most appropriate garb of the town
during the OVTT is not the fancy dresses
or three-piece suits, but tennis outfits
bought at the local tennis shop back home.
Now that the Ojai tournament is over
for another year, the town is back to
normal. The 75 sites in the area that had to
be used in the opening rounds of the
tourney are open for recreational use
again.
The hotel and motel lobbies are empty,
waiting to be filled again next year by
optimistic tennis players.
The police won’t have to answer calls at
night from irate managers who are
disturbed about all the rowdy tennis
players disturbing the other guests.
The hotel janitors are still busy trying
to clean-up the last of the empty non-returnable beer cans and bottles.
Without the OVTT every year, Ojai
would just be another town off Highway
101 where one can stop for gas on the way
to LA.

%.’

classifieds

KUNG FU, WOMEN’S SELF.
DEFENSE, is venous mental is
physical trairvng programs ste
evadable at the Institute of Psycho Physical Development, Inc
la non-profit organization) Full
time students get a 15% discount
on all classes. For information on
specific courses, call 2916611 or
write or drop by. 325S 1st St
4th Floor, San Jose.
PEER DROP IN CENTER is the one
Place on campus where you can
always find warm friendly is open
people to talk to. Stop by is see
vs soon. Open 10-5 M-Th is 10-3
on Friday. Located in the Diablo
Room. 3rd floor Student Union

equipment. camping equipment,
stere0S typerwriters, anything
you have to sell except clothing
and stuffed furniture Call 1 he
Outlet, 2939828. 174 South 1st
St . SJ Hours Noon -5 prn, Clos
ad Sat. Er Sun.

loved by members of our own sex
need each Other FOf more information about our meetings and
activities watch the Spartaguide
or call the Information Office.
WE
296-GAYS WE’RE HERE
CARE! ATTEND)

WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO LOSE?
las much or as little as you want
you decide)
THE SHAKLEE WAY
SLIMMING PLAN.
See results the first week
Get the nutrients you need
Ersoy easy-to-prepare meals
Eat a variety of foods
Cut calories without counting
Call Bab 2661453 btwn 5-7 p.m.

MEETING PEOPLE YOU REALLY
UKE has never been easy
until now At VIDEOBRIDGE you
see and hear informal interviews
of people you’d like to know bet
ter on oui video tape television
system You Meet Only the pen
pie you want to meet and who
and your
want to meet you
privacy is always protected If
you want to make your own
choices, and control your Men
social destiny, call us for more
information or a free demonstra
bon Remember, you only live
once
so make the most of di,
Call 244 3308
VIDEOBRIDGE
open M -F 11 9 pm is Sat 11-6
pm. Ask about our student discount?
For Permanent Hair Removal, Call
Registered Electrologist at 235 E
Santa Clara St. 294-4499.
-ransomdental Hesitation? Interested in TM but don’t like the
$65 price? Read the RELAXATION RESPONSE by Herbert
Benson. MD Price $1.95.

Bartender’s
OPPOrtunities
Now learn the skills needed to get
that summer lob you will be look
mg for soon Let the Master of
the trade. Harry Higgins teach
you in 2104 weeks how to be a
fast, professional bartender Santa Clara Bartender’s School. 253
N 4th, San Jose Call now,
293-5416.
POETRY WANTED for Anthology.
Include stamped envelope. Contemporary Literature Press, San
Francisco, 94126.
THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION is meeting 3:30
Wednesdays in BC 214. Everyone
welcome.
WANTED DESPERATELY: Any
and all Michael Nesmith Records
LP’s) Must be in good condition
I no cracks Of scratticest.
pay
top $S If you don’t have any, ask
your blends. Call Jeff at 277-3175
days) or 296-1215 (eves)
COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP:
Discover your existing communication pattern, and learn
new interaction skills which will
facilatc inter personal closeness.
Included is assertiveness cornmunrcation. Cost $15. Call Cliff
Brothers, MS at 288-67E8 or
leave a message at 246-6033

11-

*:

automotive

All
VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE
work guaranteed. Free house
calls in central S.J. Tune-up including parts from $22. Carburetors rebuilt from $17 Also
other work: brakes, electrical.
engines rebuilt. etc Diagnosis is
appraisal service for prospective
VW buyers
Phone Dan at
293-4616 evenings.
CORY ENTERPRISES AUTO
BODY 663 N. King Rd. MT
926-4418 Quality Work at Reasonable Rates. Hood Scoops ft
Fender Flares Moulded, Free Estimates.
70 Buick - Excellent wrving cond.
$600. Call 275-1568 after 4 or on
weekends.
74 CHEVY IMPALA-aut. AC, Hrd
top pwr steering/pwr brakes.
$2850 or bet otter call 267-8745
aft 6 pm.
71 Honda CL-175 on/off road. 70
mpg, 6k mi. Great Cond.,
Hemet, tune-up. $375/offer.
’BB Yamaha 125 twin, helmet, new
tires, tune-up Excel. cond.,
$300/ offer. Call 356-0866.
71 PINTO - AT, new brakes.
carb. Good cond. 81,100 neg.
Ca8292-8860atts. is eves.
75 Honda CB 3601 like new less
than 4000 orig miles 50MPG.
Rack $800, call before 5
279-2780.

SJSU’s Sue Guyon strains to return serve in her 6-4, 6-2 win over Lee Dunstedter of Cell Stets
Dominguez Hills in the Ojai Valley Tennis Tournament April 21.

ift

J.V. nine closes out slate
Coming off a disappointing doubleheader loss at
the hands of Stanford last
Wednesday, the Spartan
.I.V. baseball team closes
out its season this afternoon.
The locals meet St.
Mary’s in a doubleheader
at South Campus, beginning at noon.
SJSU saw its over-all record drop to 12-19 with the
losses to Stanford. The
Spartans’ league record is
5-9 and coach Mark Carroll’s team needs a sweep
to finish third in the NorCal
I3aseball League.
St. Mary’s currently resides in third place, just
ahead of the Spartans, but
a pair of wins by SJSU will
end the season with the
Spartans in third.
Carroll described the
double defeat by Stanford
as a "wasted day." Fiis
team was beaten by scores
of 7-0 and 4-2.
The only highlight of the
afternoon for SJSU was a
home run by Rich Salinas
in the second game.
Carroll thought his team
may have suffered a mental letdown against the
Cardinals. The squad had
just topped first place

J30 3.
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UTTLE FOX THEATRE
533 Picnic San Francisco
3911-2707
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Santa Clara a week earlier
and Stanford is not a league
opponent of the Spartans.
Although the team
started out slowly this
year, Carroll was able to
revive the weak pitching
staff by bringing some of

the squad’s infielders to
take turns on the mound.
The team, which is comprised of mostly returning
players, relied on its great
over-all speed for a strong
finishing kick in the second
half of the season.

T-shirts go on sale
The SJSU track and
field program is sponsoring
a T-shirt sale in front of the
S.U. starting today, and
continuing through Friday.
The sale is promoting
the San Jose National

Invitational Track and
Field Meet here this Friday
and Saturday.
The shirts have emblems depicting the meet
and sell for $.3. All proceeds
go to the SJSU track and
field program.

ASPB PRESENTS

Sex in the Cinema

BOYS IN THE BAND
April 28th

MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM

7 Et 10
Admission: $1.00
-Or * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * *
Unique Student Assn. and
*
Student Occupational Therapy Assn. presents

anAwaref),,
00i Ow (- - 11

-Speakers Films’
lohops,
’5ernotar (rat+
April 29 & 30,
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Old Science Building
Luncheon Available
-Or
through SOTA
* Registration at Entrance
Unique Students
-Or
& SOTA members
students
lg
non -students

1 Day
$2
3
5

2 Day
$3
5
7

* * * * * * * ** * ** * * *

h.

entertainment

A MAN IN A CAKE: A surprise service for women’s birthdays,
showers and bachelorene parties. A picture sent on request
266-2167.
THE ISLAND AT THE TOP OF THE
WORLD. An American archeologist helps a wealthy Englishman
search for his missing son and
their gripping expedition to the
Arctic uncovers the mysterious
lost world of ancient Vikings.
Wtness a giant airship carry the
explorers through increadible
glaciers and ice mountains.
Follow their breathtaking crash
landing on the island and their
Wine tingling exploits through
subterrean caverns and bay of
killer whales! ALL THIS AT
MORRIS DAILY AT 7 Et 10 PM
FRIDAY APRIL 29. Another service of A-phi-O.Admission 41.

ir

PLEASE HELP US. We are two
beautiful black, silver and tan
German Shepherd girls just 9
months old wIth shots is obedience training We have a lot of
love to give is our owner wants
only 535 for both of us but we’re
worth much more If your home
needs love please call 245-2995
TYPEWRITER, Standard, $35.
Sewing machine, Kenmore
zigzag ptble. $50. Hoover upright
vacuum, $35 Call 297.7679 anytime before 10 p.m.
ZOOM LENS. Petri 85-205 MM. It’s
new and is in perfect cond. $150
or best offer. Steve 657-1962

h.

help wanted

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY
FOR SPARE TIME CASH If you
think you might be interested in
talking to Homeowners about
energy conservation, while making appointments for our representatives, to show how insulation will save them money ft
energy: you’ll earn as much or
more money than most people
you know who work full time
Call 8668486 between 9-11 am
M-W-F. ask for Mr. Arepki.
AVON SELUNG CAN HELP YOU
EARN MONEY FOR COLLEGE.
Flexible hours. Call 257-2500.
Summer Jobs-Forest Service.
How, Where, When to Apply.
Complete Information. $3. Mission Mountain Co.. Box 727J,
116 6th Ace, Poison Mont.
59860.
Married Couples: Need S is enjoy
children? Surrogate Parents. Call
931-5928.
"Sow On Water". Sell Basic -H
and other Shaklee Products. Call
Bob 286.1453 between 5-7 pm.
40% Profit.
SCALE Bieck and Chicano Pride
Coordinators positions Supervises SJSU volunteers to develop
Ethnic Studies curriculum for
school districts. Work Study
positions. Come to the Student
Programs and Services Office for
information and applications
Local Amway distributor offers opportunity for good earnings. You
pick the hours We train. For interview, call Dean or Carla M01112inger 227.2125.
Part time sale in Fine Jewelry.
Some Exper. Call 266-6341.

U.

housing

is.

Live on campus, walk to classes,
San Jose Residence Club, 202 S
11:h For Seniors is Grad
students, off street parking, kitchen, TV, Fireplace. Piano, Pool
Tobin, Ping Peng, Courtyard,
Completely Furnished, Linen Service, Shared Rooms 094 trio., $24
weekly, Single Rooms $1501110.,
$37.50 weekly. Inquire at 122 N.
8th St., 293-7374.
The 470 Apartments, 470 S. 11th
St. 287-7590. Taking applications
for summer school students.
2 BR, 2 BA $175
3EIR. 2 BA $190
Underground parking, spacious
rooms, heated pool.
WON’T LAST
’5 minute dash to class. SummerFall applications now being
taken. 230 E. San Salvador St.
(Across front Duncan Hall). Call
294-9028 Ask for J.B. IAPPI On’
&Wow students, 40 . share quiet
comfortable home of retired
teacher Beautiful large corner
bedroom, $80/mo.
ut and
upkeep. Ready May 1st. call
292-2316 evenings.
Ideal for student photcgrapher
Room
Dark Room, neat is
clean. Big Home. $160/mo.
258-71332 Call early am or after 9

for sale

CASH for books and tectxds
Phone 286-6275 Recycle Book
r,tore, 98 E. San Fernando SJ
Selection of used books Et
records. GREAT!
BUZZY
Natural Peanut Snack
unique package of high energy,
for an active person. Write for
sample. Bum, P.O. Box 6601,
S J. 95150.
HONEY
Locally produced
Ruthie’s Honey
1025 Bird Ave. S.J
293-1307
"37 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY
WHEN YOU’RE OUT OF
WORK" Send $4 to Metro, P 0.
Box 1913, 1035 Meridian Ave.
No. 44, San Jose 95109
Don’t stay home to answer the
phone Let us sell it for you We
take merchandise on consignment Sporting goods, photo

lost
and found
HP 21 Calculator, on Monday.
4 18 after 8 pen Please call
/33-1145.

personals

lines
lines
lines
lines

:1

GAY MEN AND WOMEN
in the San Jose community the Gay
Students Union meets every
Thurs at 8 p or in the Student
Union. We offer an informal
atmosphere for gay people to
meet, make friends and explore
different aspects of otit gayness
If you are entering gay life for the
first time you will find GSU a
friendly place to come out Those
of us who need to love and be

Classified Rates

3
4
5
6

1!
.9!

On*
day

Two
days

Three Four
days days

Five
days

SI 50
700
750
300

700
250
300
350

2 25
775
325
375

240
290
340
390

2 50
300
3.50
400

50

50

50

Each additional line add
50
50

$2500

Check a Clanification
ii Entertainment
ii For Sale

PREGNANT, confidential and ob
jective Abortion Referal ServIce
Call 297 7596

NU

U Help Wanted
o Housing
rt Lost and Found
ci Personals

ii Services
1 Transportation
ii Travel

.1!
.9:

stereos

SAVE THIS AD Before you purchase costly stereo equiprrient,
check with us for discounts on
200 mato, brands of Audio, TV,
tape, car stereo, etc Advice on
purchasing the Right gear the
first time with no hassles We
manufacture a complete Ione of
HI Fi speakers and blank recording tape sold wholesale to the
public.
Sounds Unique,
9962693, Tues.-Fri. 1-6, Sat.
12-5.

9

:i

travel

PASSPORT is ID Photo Special $2 off w.’ad tor 2 cola Of 4 B&W
photos. Regular price $7.50. JISAJ
PHOTOGRAPHY, 293-7000. 20
Paseo de San Antonio. SJ (between 1st Er 2nd Street).
CHARTER FLIGHTS
Paris . .
London . . . Shannon . Milan
Amsterdam
Frankton

lunch
Athens
Israel
Hume
Btussels
Lisbon
Hong Kong
Philipptries
Mexrcu
Chicago
New York
Hawaii
Travel .ovices avail
Brutal Pass
able &earl Pass
International Student ramie
Youth Hos
ty Card Is-Softie e
Overseas JCal
tel Cards
Placement (Students Only:
Tour Information IBudgeti
Students Intraeuropeari f lights tt
Trains
Camping tours in Fur
Student Flights to Asia.
ape
Africa, Australia, & Middle East
Travelers In
from Europe
surance
Travel Publications
Car Leasing and Purchaseig
.
Student Tours to istael is
Contact
USSR from Europe
Rot 8
Davis at CAMPUS
TRAVEL ADVISORS. 5C6 S
10th St at Williams St. San
Jose, CA 96112 14081 292 1613.
Mon.- Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p M.. Or by
appointment 259:E386__
EUROPE ISRAEL AFRICA
Student charter eights year
rd. ISCA 1609 Westwood
Blvd. #103 L.A. Calif. 99E4.
12131826-5669, 826-0956.
Low Cost Flights to Europe from
$259. Israel front mes. plus
Africa and the Far East. Call Toll
Free Europe Intl. Ltd.
18001233-7676
GOING ABROAD? Chances are you
need appliances that operate on
220 volt, 50 cycle We carry a
variety of 220 volt appliances
ARIS EXPORT CO. 6419 Tale
Tel
graph Ave . Oakland
415-654-4751.
Mexican holiday ahead? Read practical diary of 5,000 mile trip in
Mexico $2 Joyce Roethet, 616
_531st Ave Yakima, WA 98902

Wanted: Peptone* Wife. Annulment in Jan. when V.A. runs out.
P.O. Box 6581, SJ 96150.
WIN the girl who called me about
the Michael Nesmith albums
please call me back? I have no
way of getting in touch with you.
I’m still desperate. Call 2771175
(days) is 296-1215 (eves) and ask
for Jeff
KDATLYNO-V1411 accept terms, except want 6 minute ride for each
crewmember 127 in crew!.
TRADER-1 for SPACE MERCHANT.
FOR SALE OR RENT- cometsmeteors -asteroids -moons planets:
will build to suit!’
Complete Solar Systems’ (max,
three stars each!’ Act now Et get
4 tickets to next Supernova absolutely freer- offer expires after
an eternity -SPACE MERCHANT

services
TYPING

IBM SELECTRIC
2533684
Reports. Theses, Resumes, Term
Papers, Letters, Etc. Pick up and
delivery at SJSU.
INTELLIGENT TYPING-editing,
form, grammar, is tapes. Call between 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Margie
Reeves, 996-1265.
TYPING - TRANSCRIPTION. Term
papers, resumes, theses, senior
protects, letters, etc. 75C /page
and up IBM Correction Selectrics. Small business accounts
solicited. Call 263-4525 If a child
answers, don’t hang up. Ask for
KITTY CARTER. NORTH
VALLEY SECRETARIAL SERVICE, 263-4525.
Let "THE SECRETARY" type your
thesis, report Of term paper. Fast
and efficient. IBM Set Correcting. Weekends also available.
446-1525; ask for Betty.
Dissertation deign or analysis
blues? Call ACRE at 328-7175.
TYPING SERVICE. Quality work.
Fast. Reasonable rates. South
San Jose. Ann Huston,
578-3891.
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY
Free Pregnancy test, counseling,
on alternatives to pregnancy
Competent pregnancy termination. All services cixifidential.
Call CHOICE 368-2786.
Dates-get the most front your social
life Let us help you Questionnaire sent in discreet ence4ope
All into confidential Matchmaker. PO Box 24698, San Jose,
CA 95154.
WEDDING PHOTOS FULL
COLOR- Complete, lowest price
avail. Call Lee 296-4999 Res

Let our
Hard Working(???)
Classified Manager
Handle all of your
Advertising needs

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SERVICES OFFERS DATA
ANALYSIS SERVICES SCORING/CODING
DATA
PROCESSING
DATA
INTERPRETATION AND
DATA
REPORTING OF
REASONABLE RATES CALL
(493) 262-8700 FOR FREE CONSULTATION AND ESTIMATE.
EXPERIENCED THESIS
TYPIST
DissertaReports
Master’s
tions Marianne Tamberg. Los
Gatos. Ca. 137 Escobar Ave_
35604248
Computing Stay Within Your Own
Field And Farm Out YOU, Computer Work. Cempintel 867.4733.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, Stuff
envelopes. $50 per 111) possible
Send S.A.S.E to: A.L. Rodriguez 1212 E. William St., San
Jcee, CA. 95118.
Getting Married? Need a III/ed.:Eng
Cake? Choose front hundreds of
pictures. Call Marsha Schneider
at 262 3756

Each
addi
!tonal
day
5
35
35
35

Minimum Thew Lines One Day

Automotive

TYPING - Professional tetechirse
With type styles in suit( Term
papers. theses, letters, etc
QUALITY WORK AT REASON
ABLE RATES CONTACT PAT
AT 247-8977 EVENINGS

(Count

Print Your Ad Here:
approx. 33 let tars -and spaces

Print name

Semester rats (11 issues)

Announcements

WANTED DESPERATELY: Any
and all Michael Nesmith Records
(LP’s). Must be in good condition
(no scratches or cracks). Will pay
top 5$. If you don’t hove en. 3sk
your friends. Call Jeff at 277-3175
(days) or 296-1215 (eves).
WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO LOSE?
las much or as little as you want
you decide)
THE SHAKLEE WAY
SLIMMING PLAN:
See results the first week
Get the nutrients you need
Enioy easy -to-prepare meats
Eat a variety of foods
Cut calortes without counting
Call Bab 266-1453 been 5-7 p.m.

IBM SISIIICMC
Typing Savior
Reasonable rates Call Dorothy at
2664753.
Typing - Thews, term papers. Experienced and Fast 269-8674

for each line)

PI10110

Address
City
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114

Enclosed Ise

For

Da ys

Deadline. IV. days Pm,’ to pubConsecutive pdbloCal(on dates on
iv
No

refunds

on

cancelled

ads
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Potency slowly slips from local government;
professor claims state forced to take control

4

.0
40.

By Ernie Hill
The bickering between
northern and southern
Santa Clara county over
the Gilroy -Morgan Hill
building moratorium is but
one reason why state
governments are being
forced to take responsibility and power from local
governments, according to
an SJSU professor.

states feel local governments are not fulfilling all
their responsibilities as decision and policy makers.
The moratorium, which
went into effect March 21
and could continue until
Dec. 31, restricts the development of housing in a
57,000 acre area around
Gilroy and Morgan Hill.

Brewster, who came to
SJSU last fall from CSU
Fullerton, sees state
governments in the process
of holding a "quiet revolution."

Larry Brewster,
assistant professor of political science,
id many

Residents Irate
Many south county residents are upset because

This revolution is taking
power from local governments because states feel

VI
1640
Larry Brewster, assistant prof. of political science

’Survival’ aids
students in need
If you’re a continuing
student at SJSU and think
you know where to find information about everything on campus but then
discover you don’t "Survival" may be of some
assistance.
"Survival" is a 15-page
quick reference source for
finding out where to go or
who to call for campusrelated problems from how
to relieve test anxiety to
special groups on campus
and academic help.
Wherever possible, Survival gives brief answers to
problems and outlines
steps to take in order to
solve them

The creator of Survival,
Marjorie Craig, a counselor for the Counseling
Center, calls the pamphlet
"unofficial" for the more
usual kinds of problems,
needs, and wants students
may have.
For official information
on policies and procedures,
Survival outlines numbers
to call and a book source.
"Survival" refers students to the 1976-78 catalog
or for students to call contact the Dean of Undergraduate Studies, Building
"R", telephone 277-2231; or
the Dean of Graduate Studies, ADM 150, telephone
277-2943

Late mail to females
miffs women solons
SACRAMENTO ) Al’ )
One male legislator invited
his colleagues on a "stag"
tour of the Auburn Dam
site Tuesday, and that’s
when t,he great sex flap began in the California
assembly.
Assemblyman Eugene
Chappie. a Rose011e Republican. never meant to
exclude the Assembly’s
five women from the May 9
tour and party. Afterwards, his aide, Karl
Schnetz, protested quickly.
"It was just an oversight. Believe me, it was,"
said Sehnetz who added

MARK’S
STEREO
Buy & Trade
293-8990
74 E San Fernando
k from Cant,

that the five women received the "stag" invitations two hours after male
colleagues in the 80-member house got their notice.
The invitation said
"stag members only,
casual dress" and had a
line to check "no" with the
comment after it "my wife,
girlfriend or blank space
won’t let mega."
The invitations were
mailed out late to the five
women after Assemblyman Jim Eysor, a San
Fernando Valley Democrat
wrote Chappie he would refuse to go if the women
members weren’t invited.
Reaction to Chappie’s
invitation ran the gamut
from Assemblywoman
Leona Egeland’s critical
comment to Assemblywoman Carol Hallett’s it’sfine-with-me reaction

- COUPON -
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20% off Hairstyling with ad

they are paying the county
the highest possible tax
rate for land they can not
develop or build on with the
moratorium in effect.

they are misusing it in an
effort to benefit only certain areas of counties,
according to Brewster.
North county is on a
campaign to attract industry to its area from
south county or anywhere
else they can get it. South
county residents feel they
are discriminated against
by the county Board of
Supervisors because they
have just two representatives on the board to three
for north county,

news summary
Russians return Young entrepreneurs
to Dick and Jane allowed to continue
The
MOSCOW (AP
enthusiastic days when
people named their children after power stations,
tractors and heroes of communism are fading and
Soviet parents an going
back to the traditional Ivan
and Natasha, Moscow officials said.
The generation of people named Electrification,
Tractor, Turbine and
Hydrostation is growing
older, and Ninel Lenin
spelled backwards and
October the month of the
Russian Revolution are already white-haired and
paunchy.
"It’s a long time since
we’ve seen names like
that," an official said at the
Moscow Region Registration Bureau, which records
births. She said parents
were just no longer interested in such exotic
names.
Some of the children
themselves have modified
their names in response to
changing times. One man
whose parents called him
Melsor, an acronym for
Marx Engels Lenin Stalin
October Revolution, has
dropped the "s".
Birth registration offices were instructed at the
end of the 1960’s to discourage parents from naming their babies with what
the Communist party newspaper Pravda called
"tasteless and too tonguetwisting inventions."
In czarist times, the
Russian Orthodox Church
christened only children
named after saints. Then in
the heady days of freedom
after the 1917 revolution
came names like Cracking
Combine and Vilior for
Vladimir Ilyich Lenin
Initiator October revolution.
One zealot of the 1920’s
is said to have named his
twin daughters Anarchy
and Utopia.
Some babies of the next
decades were victims of a
fad for scientific names
like Radium and Helium
nicknames Radi and Hell.
One geologist named his

children after minerals,
starting with granite.
In the 1940s, European
names became fashionable
and a generation of ALfreds
and Henrys and Isoldasas
was Dorn in Russia. A man
named Ivan Ponaxaryev
changed his name to JeanPaule Marie.
In reaction, other
parents dug up ancient
Russian names like Paffluty. Phevronia and Mokei
that sound as odd to a
Soviet as to an American.
The registration bureau
said the trend away from
these names has been a
matter of taste, without
much need for official
pressure. It said there was
an expectable emphasis on
Yuri for cosmonaut
Gagarin and Leonid for
soviet leader Brezhnev
when these men were in the
news.
But patriotic names remained fashionable for
streets, factories, newly
discovered diamonds and
even perfumes.

And an attorney for the
year-old firm which makes
up to $2,000 monthly said

"it appears they won’t"
have to pay per cent back
sales tax.
Richard
essna, 12yea -old president of Kidco
Inc., along with his other
corporate officers, June
Cole, his 14-year-old halfsister who is treasurer, and
his sisters Ne-Ne, 9, the
vice president, and Bette,
11, secretary, sell manure
to local landscapers

SUPPORT
PROJECT
CANNISTER
RECYCLE ALUMINUM CANS

"Frankly, I think we’re
moving toward greater
state control in local planning," Brewster said.
"We legally have no private property rights," he
added. He says this because state government
has the authority to take
land, with compensation to
the owner, if it is in the public’s interest.
The state now controls
California’s coastal land
planning and has a bill
pending in the legislature
to set aside land for agricultural preserves. The
state already holds mineral
rights on property in California.
Rights gained
All this leads Brewster
to the conclusion that in the
very near future," land
owners will have to gain
land development rights

from the state to build on
their own land.
He points to Hawaii as
the state leading the way to
control of its own land. The
state now has final say on
almost all development
issaes in that tourist haven.
Meanwhile in San Jose,
labor is concerned over the
building stalemate because
no building means no jobs.
Some estimates say the
value of houses in the area
are rising as much as $1,000
a day, according to Brewster.
The median value of a
house in the area is now up
to $54,000.
This is causing a housing scare which is keeping
families of lower economic
status out of the community, according to Brewster.

COPIES
3c

overnight

no minimum

K N KO’S

123s 3,, St

Help Us Help Others
donate blood plasma
and earn cash
$15 a week to

$60 a month as
one of our

valuable donors!
men 8 women 18-60 call
or come

by weekdays

SAN JOSE
PLASMA CENTER

LSER
ALUM/NU/1n

1469 Park Ave. SJ 99114567

Like this view?
What if you
were sitting
in the other
endzone?
IF YOU PREFER
SIDELINE SEATS,
READ ON.
1977 SPARTAN FOOTBALL SEASON TICKETS ARE ON SALE!
Last year, for the first time, the SJSU Athletic Department offered Student Season Football Tickets for sale. The
results were phenomenal. The student section of Spartan Stadium was jammed with SJSU Student Body members
for every game.

4i..

THURS., APRIL 28
and SUN., MAY 1st

Featuring

This year, you may purchase two student tickets to each of five great home games for just $15. The separate cost
at the gate would be $30. Why can we make this offer? There must be a catch. There is. This great price is available
only until May 20. From now until then is a quiet time for our ticket office, which makes processing your order less
expensive. We can only fill 2,000 of these "2 for 1" orders, so don’t wait till the May 20 deadline. Act right away to
avoid being shutout! Students graduating this spring are eligible for this offer.

"THE MOMENTS"

After May 20, or the sale of 2,000 "2 for 1" student tickets, the price goes up. Take a moment now to complete
the form below, include your payment of $15 (no cash in the mail, please), and send it to ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE,
SJSU, SAN JOSE, CA. 95912. Telephone14081277-3241 for the answers to any of your questions.

Coming Attractions

iThurs., May 5
THE
UNDISPUTED TRUTH

DISCO
ODYSSEY
47
Notre Dame
S.J. 95113
279-3387
COCKTAILS
75

Admission
$3.00
Everyone
Other Nights
Disco Ladies
over 21

FREE

2%4336

A SPECIAL OFFER TO SJSU STUDENTS ONLY

CE/L44.
NIGHT

SAN DIEGO (AP A
corporation nr; by children
who never chLrged a sales
tax won the right to stay in
business yesterday and
they were excused from the
tax except when the horse
manure they sell is used as
fertilizer.

While the local governments battle it out, the
states are slowly increasing their power.

1977 SJSU FOOTBALL SEASON TICKET ORDER

1977 SPARTAN FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

Name:
17
24

at Utah State
at Washington
FULLERTON STATE

7:30 PM
1:30 PM
7:30 PM

Oct.

1
8
15
22
29

at California
SANTA CLARA
at Long Beach State
at Fresno State
UOP

1:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

Nov

5
12
26

HAWAII
at Stanford
SAN DIEGO STATE

1:00 PM
1:00 PM
100 PM

Sep.

10

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

Address
City:
Phone:1 I

State:

Lip.

I hereby apply for two SJSU Student Season Football
Tickets at the "2 for 1" price of $15, and have enclosed
payment.
You May Mail This Form To The Athletic Ticket Office In
Room 115 Of The Men’s Gym (Open Monday-Friday, 10 AM5 PM) Until 5 PM May 20 To Take Advantage Of This Offer.
Call 14081 277-3241 With Any Questions. Make Checks
Payable To "SJSU Football."

1

